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GUJARAT UNIVERSITY 

B.Ed. Semester - III 

December- January  - Examination 2020-21 
Pedagogy of School Subject - B 103 English (L.L.) 

Time : 2 Hours       Total Marks : 50 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. What did Birju want to do with the dacoits? 

(A)  Kill the dacoits  (B) Fight with the dacoits   

(C) Attack the dacoits  (D) teach a lesson to the dacoits 

2. What was the name of the dish made by Bheema, one of the pandavas? 

(A) Avial    (B) Curry  

(C) Appams    (D)  Anvil 

3. What will Eva become? 

(A) A guide     (B)  A teacher  

(C) A bird watcher   (D) A trekking organizer 

4. What happened when Tejasvini applied the brakes? 

(A) The bike stopped  (B)  The bike went faster 

(C) The fan stopped   (D)The fan rotated faster 

5. Where did Gopal roam in search of the giants? 

(A) In the mountains and valleys   

(B) In the village and town    

(C) In the kingdom     

(D) In the park 

6. What is the name of Harry’s company? 

(A) Happy Hair and Care    

(B) Happy Health Care    

(C) Happy Hair     

(D) Happy beauty Care 
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7. Where did the king hide the princess on the third day? 

(A)  At the bottom of a deep sea    

(B)  At the bottom of a deep well 

(C) At the bottom of a deep lake    

(D) At the bottom of a deep river 

8. Where did Faizan go? 

(A) Laxmi forest    (B)  Corbett forest  

(C) Kaziranga forest  (D) Gir forest 

9. What does Shiv check after dinner? 

(A)  E-mails    (B) Letters   

(C) Work    (D) Robot    

10.  What is Ketki preparing for? 

(A) Diwali    (B)  Holi  

(C) Navratri    (D) Janmashtami 

11.  Which Raag did Tansen creat? 

(A) Miyamalhar   (B) Malhar  

(C) Dipak    (D) Malkauns 

12.  Who sang for God? 

(A)  Akbar    (B) Sant Haridas   

(C) Baijubawara   (D) Tansen 

13.  How does the Sadhu cure any illness? 

(A) by pooja    (B) by magic  

(C) by medicine   (D) by blessings 

14.  How did Vandevi touch the Babool’s trunk? 

(A)  with her hands  (B) with her magic stick    

(C) with her fingers  (D) with a branch 

15.  What does the Babool call the wind? 

(A) Cruel      (B)  Weak  

(C) Kind    (D) Strong 
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16.  Along which river were Bhupen and Amit walking? 

(A) Narmada   (B) Ganga    

(C) Tapi    (D) Brahmaputra  

17.  What is the title of Vasant’s project? 

(A) Bamboo is the Best      

(B)  Banana is the Best  

(C) Bamboo and Banana are useful  

(D) Bamboo and Banana are the  Best 

18.  In which competition will Raghav and Dhanush participate? 

(A) a dancing competition      

(B) a singing competition 

(C) a painting competition     

(D) a poetry competition    

19.  Where did Edie hide the cubs?    

(A) Under a big basket    (B) in a tree    

(C) in a bush   (D) in his hut 

20.  What did Dr. Sharma do with an air rotor? 

(A) made a cavity   (B) filled the cavity   

(C) drilled the cavity  (D) cleaned the cavity  

21.  Which instrument did Mohan’s brother play? 

(A) mandolin   (B) guitar  

(C) Violin    (D) sitar 

22.  How long did the fight between Chandani and the wolf go on? 

(A) through the day   (B) through the morning    

(C) through the night  (D) through the afternoon  

23.  How was Rani ki Vaav buried under the mud? 

(A) due to earthquake  (B) due to floods   

(C) due to famine   (D) due to rains 
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24.  Why was the basket seller pleased? 

(A) Because the author called her      

(B) Because the author remembered her   

(C) Because the author saw her     

(D) Because the author bought a basket 

25.  What is Jignesh’s problem? 

(A) Lack of energy   (B)  Lack of self reliance  

(C) Lack of confidence  (D) Lack of self respect 

26.  What is Tyagi? 

(A) Squadron Commander  (B) Squadron Leader    

(C) Air Marshall   (D) Wing Commander 

27.  What is Kukee’s second target? 

(A)  a village   (B) an enemy plane  

(C) a bunker    (D) an enemy tank 

28.  What did Reshma learn at the centre? 

(A) singing      (B)  painting  

(C) walking    (D) speech therapy    

29.  Why could Mitra not make new friends? 

(A) because he was tired   (B)  because he was hungry 

(C) because he was lame  (D) because he was a duck  

30.  What does the Shanti mantra warn us about? 

(A) not to master nature  (B) not to clean nature   

(C) not to control nature  (D) not to disturb nature 

31.  What did Mahavir Swwami preach? 

(A) religion    (B)  truth  

(C) ahimsha    (D) caste 

32.  Where does the track of the Valley of Flowers start from? 

(A) Badrinath   (B) Govindghat  

(C) Rishikesh   (D) Chamoli 
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33.  Which river passes through the Valley of Flowers? 

(A) Pushpawati    (B) Saraswati   

(C) Sabarmati   (D) Bhagwati 

34.  What did the villagers of Tej Nagar wish to do? 

(A) Build a School   (B) Build a Railway Station    

(C) Build a hospital  (D) Build a Factory 

35.  What did a fruit seller see disappearing inside the robot? 

(A) Afghani Grapes  (B) a ring    

(C) precious gems   (D) mangoes 

36.  What does Arun and his team use to clean weeds and shrubs? 

(A) cranes and bulldozers   

(B) rakes and shades    

(C) earth movers and poclain  

(D) spikes and spades 

37.   What does Arun’s foundation offer to interested students? 

(A)  Scholarship    (B) Fellowship   

(C) Friendship   (D) Apprentice   

38.  What is the purpose of the third eye of the mother? 

(A) to see and say I Love You  

(B) to cry for joy    

(C) to see all the secret things   

(D) to observe her children  

39.  What is the science of fireworks called? 

(A) pyrotechnics   (B)  pyroscience  

(C) pyromanics   (D) pyrogenics 

40.  How did Roger Bacon write the formula for black powder? 

(A) in Braille language   (B)  in Code Language  

(C) in English   (D) in Chinese 
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41.  How did Helen and Miss Sullivan talk to each other? 

(A) phoning each other     

(B)  talking like us 

(C) holding a meeting every evening   

(D) Writing on each other’s palms 

42.  How did Helen begin to learn new words? 

(A) Listening to her teacher      

(B) Identifying the words   

(C) By awakening her soul    

(D) By touching objects 

43.  How did Kach win the favour of Shukracharya? 

(A) with his sharp wit and humour      

(B) with his keen devotion and good service    

(C) with his curiosity     

(D) with his love for Devayani 

44.  What is the formula for bringing dead people back to life called? 

(A) ayogya vidya    (B) amrit vidya    

(C) arogya vidya   (D) sanjivani vidya 

45.  Why was Shukracharya angry with the asurs? 

(A) They hurt his daughter     

(B) They killed many devs   

(C) They cheated him     

(D) They killed his disciple 

46.  Who wrote the book ‘Birds of India’. 

(A) Vikram Sarabhai   (B) Devangi    

(C) Salim Ali    (D) Shubhangi 

47.  How do the migratory birds find their ways? 

(A)  they have compass  (B) with the help of the sun    

(C) by chance   (D) with the help of drones 
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48.  What should we do to tune up as per Dr. Mansuri’s advice? 

(A) Think much about our weakness       

(B) Identify our strength and weakness    

(C) Do not relax the mind and body      

(D) Do not spare time for fun 

49.  From where had Blandford found Meynell’s address? 

(A) address book    (B) Dictionary    

(C) inquiry window  (D) telephone directory 

50.  Where was Meynell’s name written? 

(A) On the envelope    

(B)  In the dictionary   

(C) Inside the cover of the book    

(D) In the letter     
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